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I belong to the group of people that think the standard Greenland roll is the first 
roll to learn. This is not just because it is traditional, but also because it teaches 
many of the techniques that are essential for completing the more advanced 
rolls. There is however another school of thought that proposes teaching the 
angel or butterfly roll first, as these rolls do not require you to learn to sweep or 
scull the paddle. I prefer learning the standard roll first as it is possible to get 
there through a progression of manoeuvres.

The Standard Greenland Roll is a high-brace roll, which means that your palms 
face upwards and your elbows are held low down your body (as opposed to a 
low-brace roll, where your palms face down towards the water and your elbows 
tend to be above the paddle).

Layback position
Layback rolls get their name from the finishing position where your body is lying 
back on the stern (rear) deck of the boat: this is the first position to practice. With 
your paddle extended out to the right side of the boat, the blade resting across 
your palms and your left hand holding close to the end of the paddle up near 
your left pectoral muscle, lie backwards onto the deck. Arch your back and see 
if you can get your head to touch the deck. The right paddle blade can touch 
the water and will act as a stabilizer for you. You want to be able to comfortably 
lie back into this position and rise up under control when ready to return to the 
normal paddling position.

When practicing getting in to and out of this position, this is a good time to learn 
if you need to adjust your cockpit and fit it out with any padding as you will 
inevitably find some part of the coaming will be digging into your back or hips. 
Similarly, you may find it helps with comfort if you add thigh or knee padding 
under the foredeck as you will be levering up against the deck to raise your body. 
Your PFD fit and thickness will have a large influence on your ability to get in and 
out of this position. Don’t be afraid to lift your bottom off the seat in order to get 
as low as possible on the deck. You may also find it helps if you make sure you 
are sitting forwards and not pushed back against the back strap or back rest, 
allowing a gentler angle between your back and the rear cockpit coaming.

Once you have found the position that works for you, practice, practice and 
practice some more! Practice until you are comfortable and stable getting into 
and out of this position, as this will be the finishing position for many of your 
future layback rolls.

Sculling
Step two in the progression to the full roll is to learn to scull the paddle. First 
practice it sitting up in a relaxed position, hold the paddle extended to the 
right. While keeping your left hand stationary use your right hand to rotate the 
paddle forwards and back in a slow graceful arc across the water’s surface. The 
paddle blade will inevitably sink down at first. This is because as you sweep you 
need to raise the leading edge of the paddle slightly to help it slide across the 
surface without diving. Use your right hand to twist the paddle blade (not your 
left). Rotate your wrist down to raise the front edge of the blade as you push 
the paddle forwards and then reverse your wrist rotation as you pull the paddle 
back towards the rear of the boat. With practice, this sculling motion should 
become second nature and you should instinctively twist the blade with each 
scull of the paddle. 

Next, lie back on the rear deck and hold your left hand near your left pectoral. 
Practice the sculling motion again, keeping your left hand still and letting 
your right arm and hand do all the work. Practice this position until you can 
successfully scull the paddle without looking at the blade. You are now ready to 
put a little bit of trust in the paddle. You should feel that the paddle is providing 
a great deal of potential support during the scull.  This is due to the lift being 
created by the blade as it moves across the water’s surface. This is the power, or 
the force that is going to help you not just right the boat, but also support your 
body as you move on and off the back deck.



Once you are confident of this sculling motion 
and can feel the support, try trusting it: swing 
your body out to the right side of the boat off 
the back deck using the paddle’s lift as support. 
While doing this, keep your right knee pressed 
up against the deck and relax your left leg. As 
you sweep the paddle forwards swing your body 
out, rotating at the waist. As you swing your 
paddle back, slide your body back onto the rear 
deck. Keep your shoulders flat, both on the deck 
and water, with your chest pointing to the sky 
throughout. Once able to swing out and back 
using the lift of the paddle for support, try sliding 
out and, while you are rotated outwards, scull 
the paddle a couple of times before returning to 
the back deck on the final sweep backwards. 
Repeat this process until you can swing your 
body out to be nearly at a right angle to the boat, 
keep yourself in that position, supported by the 
sculling action of your paddle blade, and then 
recover to the back deck in the layback position.

You have now completed the recovery portion of 
the standard roll.

At this point a friend can be very helpful. It can 
be useful to have someone in the water next 
to you to haul you out of the water when you 
inevitably capsize and fail to recover. They can 
also help you by guiding the blade during your 

sculling, and helping you to make sure your 
sculling angle is correct in order to keep the 
blade on the water’s surface. Occasionally, it can 
be very helpful if they simply support the tip of 
the blade, giving you just a little bit more support 
as you learn the muscle memory. If you don’t 
have a partner to help you, then a good learning 
tool is to fix a paddle float to the right blade. 
As you get more confident, reduce the amount 
of air in the float. While learning to roll it can be 
exhausting to wet-exit every time you capsize 
and can’t recover, so a partner or float is a great 
way to avoid the constant cycle of capsize, 
empty the boat, re-enter and try again.

The full sweep
Next step is to practice the full sweep. Sit up 
straight and point the right end of the paddle 
towards the front of the boat. Now sweep the 
paddle out and back in a big arc, ending with you 
lying back on the rear deck with the paddle on 
your chest sticking out at right angles. Throughout 
the movement keep your left hand relatively static, 
holding the paddle blade near your left pectoral 
muscle. When you start with the paddle at the 
bow, rotate your core so you are facing leftwards 
as much as possible; as you sweep the paddle 
out and back, unwind your core. Throughout this 
motion keep your right knee raised and your left 
leg as relaxed as possible. 

The half-roll
When comfortably completing this big sweep 
motion and recovery, it is time to try a half-roll. It 
is called a half-roll because you are going to fall 
in on the right side and recover on the right side. 
Set up with the paddle hooked over the left side 
of the bow to ensure that, when you fall in, the 
blade is actually on the right side of the boat (as 
the left side becomes the right side when the boat 
is upside down). Twist your core to the left and 
hold the left end of the paddle to your chest, then 
fall in backwards. As you fall in, start your sweep 
outwards, arch your back to help the boat upright 
and lift your right knee hard as you unwind your core 
and swing your body round onto the back deck.

If you are like me your head will try desperately to 
stay above the surface and, instead of sweeping 
the blade out, you will just heave down on it in a 
vain hope/mild panic. After failing, set up again and 
think of two things: (1) look at the sky and (2) sweep 
out and back. Looking at the sky forces your head 
to stay in the water and remain low; lifting your 
head will make the roll ten times harder. Keep that 
head low and in the water as long as possible and 
sweep out and back.

Slow it down
As you become more comfortable with this half-roll, 
try to slow it down. When you are comfortably able 
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Top Tips
You are going to get wet and you are going to mess up and get tired. It is best to learn 
in warm, still water with warm air as well. I love to practice in an indoor swimming 
pool in the company of friends, preferably highly skilled rolling friends. Many cities 
and towns have local paddling groups that will rent pools during the off-seasons for 
pool sessions, sometimes organising training sessions devoted to specific rescue 
techniques; consider joining your local club, as it will be a great way to practice, 
learn and improve. If there are no groups to join, then ask local paddlers where they 
practice. You are looking for calm and sheltered water, free of currents and waves and 
preferably not much more than chest deep.



and relax enough to let your muscle memory take 
over from your mind’s desire to save you!

The full roll
Start by holding the paddle on the left side of the 
boat and tuck forwards a little. Rotate your core to 
the left and roll, head-first, towards the left… and 
wait. Repeat ‘do not panic’ to yourself several times. 
By then, you should have rotated 180 degrees, your 
hands and paddle should now be back in the air and 
you should be rotated towards the surface. Start your 
sweep, arch your back, raise your knee… and recover 
with the big sweep. 

Trouble-shooting
• If your blade sinks, check its angle on the surface.  
 Remember to rotate your right wrist forwards to  
 twist the blade so it skims the surface. 
• Try not to rush the start. Allow yourself a moment  
 to make sure the blade is on the surface and angled  
 right, and remember to sweep out and back (not to  
 heave down). 
• If you fail the full roll, go back to the half-roll and  
 repeat three times before trying the full roll again.  
 Remember that you should get to the same position  
 with the full roll as the half-roll; you just are rotating  
 180 degrees to the left rather than the right. Give  
 your mind time to work out it is in the same place  
 prior to trying to roll up, as this will help trigger the  
 muscle memory.
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to recover the half-roll make it harder by not starting 
your sweep until you are in the water. Eventually, 
practice holding off the start of the sweep until you 
are completely upside down.

The trick to recovering from being completely upside 
down is to ensure that both (1) your right knee is in 
good contact with the deck and (2) the paddle blade is 
on the surface before you start the sweep. As you start 
the sweep, arch your back and raise your knee. Both 
these actions will help right the boat so that, as you 
swing your body out and aft, the boat will be upright 
and ready for you to recover onto the back deck. You 
may have heard the term ‘hip flick’; however, there 
is no flick in this roll and no aggressive/violent jerk of 
your body to right the boat. Instead, there is a smooth 
progressive roll that relies on a strong sweep, the lift of 
the paddle, the unwinding of the core and the raising 
of the right knee.

Rolling is a strange thing to ask your body to 
perform. The position and motion you put it through 
are unnatural, and your instincts to get out of the 
water as quickly as possible go against everything 
we’re trying to achieve. Practice this half-roll until 
you are executing it fully and confidently before 
progressing to the full roll. At this step you are really 
going to have to train your mind more than your 
body. You already know how to recover, you just 
have to realize that you are in the correct position 
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